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‘The economy is shaped by fragility and aid dependence’ World Bank March 2021

GDP growth rates had started to stabilise over the last decade

Afghanistan – The economy through its tumultuous history
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Upward revisions to global growth on the back of stronger US stimulus, vaccinations & adaptation

Global growth outlook (PPP terms)

Global economic outlook
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Now hurting US consumer confidence

Worst consumer confidence report in 11 years Delta variant – cases trending higher

Key risks: 1. Delta variant & rising inflation
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‘An emotional response from dashed hopes that the pandemic would soon end’ 
US Consumer Sentiment Report, August 2021



July activity was weaker-than-expected, driven by COVID restrictions & floods

COVID stringency data – Chinese lockdown tightens China manufacturing sentiment weakens

2. China Slowdown
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Alarming gaps now opening between advanced & emerging economies

Vaccine response hugely skewed to developing world EM countries already forced to tighten as inflation rises

Source: IMF July 2021

3. Emerging world
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• Brazil, Hungary, Mexico, Russia and Turkey 
have all lifted interest rates in 2021



Each of the last four decades have been successively warmer than any decade that preceded it since 1850

Changes in global surface temperature relative to 1850-1900 – IPCC

Source: IPCC Sixth Assessment Report August 2021

4. Climate – we are seeing unprecedented global warming
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Some early signs of pricing pressures easing as used car prices start to level off

Inflation indicators peaking? Commodity prices peaking

Inflation outlook 
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‘Higher auto prices accounted for half the increase in the core US CPI in Q2 2021’ 
HSBC, August 2021



Equities lead global asset returns – growth style catches up – volatility rebounds

Equities rally, bonds & gold decline Value lead widens over growth – volatility rebounds

Equities: Market performance 2021-to-date
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Global strategy update August 2021

Strong earnings momentum and generous financial conditions still 
favour risk assets
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Bonds Strong underweight 
• Strong UW government bonds – economies running ‘hot’ implies upside risks for yields
• UW investment grade credit – yield spreads narrow – UK charity & infrastructure issues offer social impact benefits

Equities Overweight (Neutral for Target Return)
• OW Global – continued QE by central banks and negative real bond yields supports valuations
• OW UK – dividend support attractive – fund flows return as Brexit deal settles

Alternatives Overweight
• OW other alternatives – infrastructure and renewables beneficiaries of fiscal spend  – liquidity issues remain
• OW uncorrelated alternatives – gold positions as hedge against policy error

Cash Overweight 
• Favour cash holdings rather than risk capital loss in bonds
• No currency preference given similar macroeconomic policies/rates worldwide
• Consider portfolio insurance

Risks Current: Unequal distribution of vaccines, disorderly bond markets, valuations stretched
Longer–term: Inflation pressures become entrenched, central bank policy error, China tensions with US/Taiwan



Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional advisor. 

This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited liability partnership 
registered in England & Wales with registered number OC329859 which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with firm reference 
number 475111. 

It has been prepared solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation, or an offer to buy or sell any security. The information on which the document is 
based has been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, and in good faith, but we have not independently verified such information and no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice. 

Please note that the prices of shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested. This can be 
as a result of market movements and also of variations in the exchange rates between currencies. Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may 
not be repeated. 

Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP nor any other member of the Bank J. Safra Sarasin group accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever for any consequential 
loss of any kind arising out of the use of this document or any part of its contents. The use of this document should not be regarded as a substitute for the 
exercise by the recipient of his or her own judgment. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any person connected with it may act upon or make use of the material 
referred to herein and/or any of the information upon which it is based, prior to publication of this document. If you are a private investor you should not rely on 
this document but should contact your professional adviser. 

© 2021 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved. This document can only be distributed or reproduced with permission from Sarasin & Partners LLP.
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